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This week Google held its first ever “Made by Google” event where it introduced a series of products 
embedded with its Artificial Intelligence (“AI”) software, ”Google Assistant” (“GA”), placing it in direct 
competition with Apple, Amazon.com and Microsoft.  AI is a sustaining innovation, not a disruptive 
innovation, and as such each of the four major players should benefit differently.  Below I describe 
Google’s key announcements as they relate to AI, and the opportunities and risks I see for each of its 
competitors.  Note that AI has reached buzz-word status, and is being used to describe many things.  For 
example, IBM’s “Watson” is different than Salesforce.com’s “Einstein”, which are both different than 
Apple’s “Siri,” Amazon.com’s “Alexa,” Microsoft’s “Cortana” and Google Assistant.  The differences in 
underlying technology are not as important as the likely business impact on each of the players.  In short, 
I continue to like Google and believe they will pull ahead in AI over the coming years, in support of their 
digital advertising business. 

 Google announced an Android phone called the Pixel which has specs matching or exceeding the 
latest iPhone.  The software includes Google’s new AI assistant which can perform tasks based on 
your current context, using voice commands.  If you’re driving, it can suggest a better route.  If 
you’re planning a vacation, it can bring up photos from last year’s vacation, all using simple voice 
commands.  For this or any AI software to work, it needs a rich set of data to understand your 
current context.  And Google has a lot of contextual data about its users, based on its variety of 
apps, Search, Maps, Waze, GMail, Google Calendar, Photos, etc…  In effect AI is a logical extension 
of Google’s search tool, and they have amassed a formidable trove of contextual data over the last 
20 years.  The existential threat is at the endpoint, where people interact with AI.  To bypass any 
choke points, Google had to introduce not only a phone (Pixel), but also a home assistant (Google 
Home), a video streaming device (Daydream View) as well as a WiFi router (Google WiFi).  All of 
them work with Google AI, and they all work to enrich the contextual data Google collects about 
its users.  There are myriad execution risks for Google selling hardware, but if they succeed they 
will control their destiny.  In digital advertising, the richness of contextual data matters, and 
Google has the best data. 

 Unlike Google, Apple sells hardware, not advertising, and views its AI tool, Siri, as a feature to drive 
future upgrades.  Siri as a feature is not great – it started as a speech-to-text converter, passing 
queries to search engines like Yelp, Wolfram Alpha and Google.  It recently opened up Siri to third 
party apps, so now it’s passing text to apps.  The threat to Google is not Siri, the threat is that 
Apple blocks Google from collecting data, which it started doing by locating the AI functions on 
the iPhone.  That is why Google must enter the hardware business.  If Siri went away, few would 
notice, but for Google, AI is the key to enriching the contextual data it needs to sustain its digital 
advertising business. 
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 Amazon is a retailer, and its Echo device employs AI through its Alexa tool to perform many tasks, 
including buying merchandise from Amazon.com.  In 2014 Eric Schmidt, Google’s CEO, called 
Amazon.com its largest search competitor because it pulls “search intent” for merchandise away 
from Google.com, where it is not able to sell advertising.  From a user perspective it is too early to 
say if Amazon or Google’s new assistant, Google Home, is the right fit.  If people use it primarily 
for purchases on Amazon.com, the Echo will likely win, but outside of that, Google has a stronger 
hand in my view based on its rich data set and unmatched machine learning capabilities.  In the 
end, I do not see the Amazon Echo as a major threat to Google Home, but could see Google Home 
impacting Echo sales if used for non-Amazon related tasks. 

 The last of the major technology companies is Microsoft, who includes its Cortana AI software 
with Windows 10, and with its Surface line of laptops.  Surface has low PC market share, but 
Windows 10 has wide adoption, in-part because of its free upgrade program.  Cortana is opt-in, 
but the information that it collects is extensive, allowing Microsoft to create rich data profiles of 
its customers.  The question is what will Microsoft do with that data?  It could improve its search 
engine, Bing, it could use it to improve its existing software products, or develop new products to 
rival Google and Apple.  Microsoft truly is the AI wildcard at this point.  While Cortana is not 
materially impacting sales, it is a generating a rich stream of data, and the company has very well 
regarded data scientists.  The fact that Microsoft paid $26B for LinkedIn shows how serious it is 
about getting into the data business. 

In summary, AI is an exciting area of technology that will play a pivotal role in driving productivity in the 

global economy.  We are still in the early innings in AI, but I view the moves by Google as necessary to 

prevent disintermediation, and to extend its core search technology into all facets of people’s lives. 
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